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SUBJECT:
.

ADEQUATE PROTECTION OF THE HEALTH AND
| SAFETY OF THE PUBLIC

! This is in response to Commissioner Bradford's request, dated
March 7, 1979, for a memorandum on the definition of " adequate
protection of the public health and safety". He suggested that

,

j it would be useful to include a discussion of the meaning of the
i phrase as it has been used historically in the context of nuclear
: regulation, as"well as any relevant construction of similar

language in the statutes of other agencies. This is also in par-
tial response to Commissioner Ahearne's request, dated October 15,
1979, for views on the appropriateness of using economic factors
in NRC decisions.

I The meaning lof "ade'quate protection" is a recurring issue in
nuclear power reactor licensing and regulation. It is faced, at

!. least implicitly, whenever the Commission issues a new substantive
! regulation, or takes some new licensing action. The most serious
; questions are presented whenever the Commission decides to impose

some new safety improvement on one class of plants, but to " grand-''

i father" others. The Staff frequently " reinterprets" the General
! Design Criteria in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A in light of new
. knowledge and experience, and then is faced with the difficult
l' task of explaining why the " interpretation" applies only to new

plants. Similarly, when the Commission finds under 10 CFR $
50.109 (the backfit rule) that some new safety feature is " required
for~the public health and safety", how can older plants in opera-
tion be exempted from the backfit, but similar plants at the pre-
OL stage be covered? How can such distinctions be made without
some special consideration being given to "non-safety" factors,
such as costs and need for power? The same question arises
whenever,the commission is faced with the choice of shutting a
plant down or allowing interim generation pending correction of
some safety defect or noncompliance item. This memorandum'is
intended to address the meaning of " adequate protection" and
define those matters that may be considered in reaching " adequate

| protection" decisions.. It is designed as a first step'in an
|- effort to resolve these recurring issues.
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SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS

Judicial decisions are clear that " adequate protection" is a term
that focuses on radiological risk, and is not synonymous with the
broad standard "public interest". Accordingly, the Commission
could not, in pursuit of adequate protection, engage in some
broad inquiry where the public interest lies. On the other hand,
judicial. decisions, past history and practice, and the practice of
other Federal regulatory agencies make clear that adequate protec-
tion does not require zero risk. Given this, judicial decisions,
logic, and the practice of other Federal agencies support the
concept that adequate protection may, in appropriate circumstances,
entail at least some balancing of safety against competing con-
siderations. The legislative history of the Reorganization Act'

strongly suggests that promotion and advancement of the nuclear
industry should not be a relevant consideration. Nevertheless,

i this leaves ample room for the Commission to take into account
such factors as economic costs to ratepayers and need for power,'

provided that protection of the public health and safety is
consistently treated as its paramount consideration. Adjudicatory
decisions and pronouncements by the Atomic Energy Commission and
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission over the years have sometimes
indicated to the contrary. In light of the conflicting statements
on the question and the considerable importance of the matters at ,
issue, the development of a clear Commission policy statement on
safety p511osophy would be highly desirable. Since the questions
to be addressed would involve broad societal value judgments,
interaction with the Congress and the President would be appropriate.
One possible course would be for the Commission to develop a
proposed statement, seek extensive public comment on it, adopt a
final statement as a basis for Commission action and, while
operating in accordance with the statement, submit it to the
Congress for ratification or modification.

DISCUSSION
i

A. " ADEQUATE PROTECTION" IN NUCLEAR REGULATION |

1. Atomic Energy Act Statutory Language

The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 ('the Act) does not specify the
precise level of safety that the Commission must assure or ,

! the factors that may or should be considered in defining the |
i. level of safety. It simply states that applicants for l

! operating licenses must provide such information as the
'

Commission may deem necessary "to enable it to find that
utilization or production of special nuclear material will
be in accord with the common defense and security and will
provide adequate protection to the health and safety of the
public."1/ . Adequacy is not defined.

1/ Section'182a. This memorandum does not discuss the application
'

of NEPA to safety issues.
..
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In their June 9, 1976 memorandum to the Commission on the
scope of the NRC statutory mandate, Peter Strauss and Howard
Shapar correctly pointed out that the statutory language by
its terms implies that " adequate protection" does not require
absolute protection or zero ris such language as " adequate

'

protection", " unreasonable risk',2/ " minimize danger",3/ and
" inimical"4/ ,1ves rise to a strong inference that some risks
may be. tolerated and that something less than absolute protec-
tion is required.5/ As will be discussed below, the courts
have'also held that absolute safety or zero risk is not
required, and have interpreted the Act to confer considerable
discretion on the Commission to determine what level of
protection is adequate or reasonable.

2. Atomic Energy Act Legislative Historv

The legislative history of the Atomic Energy Act does not
provide substantial guidance as to what constitutes adequate
protection or the factors that may or should be considered
in determining adequr.te protection. The' legislative history
of the Act does show that the adequate protection standard
is more narrowly focused than some broad "public interest"

,

+

-2/ The Commission is prohibited from issuing any special nuclear
materials licenses if this "would constitute an unreasonable
risk to the health and safety of the public." Section 57c(2).

3/ The Commission may issue licenses for facilities to persons
"who agree to observe such safety standards to protect health
and tb minimize danger to life or property as the Commission.;

j may by rule establish" Section 103b.

-4/ "In any event, no license may be issued to any person within
the U.S. if, in the opinion of the Commission, the issuance
of a license would be inimical to the.... health and safety
of the public." section 103d.

-5/
~367 U.S. 396 (1961) the Court focused on the " adequate pro-
In Power Reactor Development Co. v. Electrical Union (PRDC),

tection" statutory standard as opposed to the various other
statutory. safety standards such as " unreasonable risk".
However, there is no basis in the Act or its legislative
history- for distinguishing between the various statutory
standards, and the Commission has construed them all as
amounting to the same thing. Maine Yankee Atomic Power Company
(Maine Yankee Atomic Power Station), ALAB-161, 6.AEC 1003,
1009 (1973).

,

|
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or "public convenience and necessity" standard.6/ However,
there is no helpful guidance beyond this. Furthermore, no
unambiguous picture of adequate protection emerges from the
over 25 years of Congressional oversight hearings or legisla-
tive history of the various amendments to the Act. For
example, during hearings on the bill that was to become the
Energy Reorganization Act, where questions were raised as to
how or whether the AEC took economic costs into account in
making safety determinations, the questions were answered
differently by different persons. When Senator Ribicoff
asked AEC Director of Regulation L. Manning Muntzing whether
the AEC "ever allow [ed] cost to stand in the way of installing
the newest safety and safeguard devices,." Muntzing responded:

(T]he AEC is charged with assuring the reasonable
safety of the facilities it licenses and for that
reason, the first decision is made with recard to
safety. If it costs additional monev, it costs
additional money. The cost-benefit relationship

6/ In the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy's report on the
measure, facility licensing under rection 107, was described
as " subject to regulation by the Commission in the interest
of the common defense and security and in order to protect
the health and safety of the public," and the Commission was
" required to issue licenses to all qualified applicants
without other discretion on its paru." S. Rep. No. 1699,
83rd Cong., 2d Sess. (1954) and H.R. Rep. No. 2181, 83rd
Cong., 2d Sess. (1954) at 20, I Leg. Hist. Atomic Energy Act
of 1954 768, 1016. In a separate statement that is part of
the Joint Committee's Report, Representatives Holifield and
Price criticized the Committee bill because the licensing
standards were " barren of any recognition of the public
interest in securing electric energy from this new resource |

at the lowest possible rates." Id. at 121, I Leg. Hist.
Atomic Energy Act of 1954 869,,1117. They believed that the
Federal Power Commission's advice during the hearings that
"the grant of the (license) privilege should depend not
-solely on the negative consideration that national defense
will not be harmed, but on the affirmative ground of benefit
to the public interest in electric power," should have been
followed. Supra at 123, I Leg. Hist. Atomic Energy Act of
1954 871, 1119. Views similar to those expressed by Repre-
sentatives Holifield and Price were also expressed by
Senator Gore of Tennessee during Senate debates on the

;

measure prior to passage. III Leg. Hist. Atomic Energy Act
! -of 1954 3454. However, the bill was enacted with the

" negative" licensing standards intact.

! '

!
t .
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-is evaluate _d, however,*as part of the environmental'

impact statements that are prepared ... if it
requires backfitting, then it will be done.
Essentially, however, it is very important that we
put safety first. We know that this brings econ-
omic penalties, but those are things that must be
borne .... 7/ (emphasis supplied)

AEC Commissioner (1ater NRC Chairman) Willian A. Anders
~

immediately qualified Muntzing's suggestion that costs were
not taken into account. He said:

4

When one speaks of costs, it would be irresponsible
not to balance the gain from the incremental improve-'

ment in safety against the incremental cost of this
improvement. And when people bring up the word
" costs", immediately dollar signs flash into one's

,

mind. But the costs that AEC is particularly con-
! cerned about are the various social and environmental

costs that could result from a lack of power. 8/
*(emphasis supplied) -

-

3. Judicial Decisions

E and Cities ofTwo judicial decisions, New Hampshire v. AEC
Statesville v, AEC 10/ held that the Commission's regulatory
jurisdiction under the Atomic Energy Act is essentially,

confined to radiological health and safety and common defense
and security matters, and does not extend broadly to matters
of the public interest. Neither case deals with how " adequate

'

protection" in to be ascertained.

Power Reactor Development Company v. Electrical Union 11!
,

("PRDC") involved a challenge to the AEC's grant of a provi-
sional construction permit for the construction of a fast
breeder reactor near Detroit, Michigan. The permit was
granted without resolving several serious safety issues,
including the issue.whether the pladt should be designed
to withstand a melt-down of the reactor core. Rather, such
matters were left for resolution at the operating license

. 7/ Legislative Historv'of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974,
; Vol. III at 3572..

8/ Id. at 3574.

:9/' '406 F.2d 170 (1st Cir. 1969)', cert. denied, 395 U.S. 962 (1969).

--./. 441LF.2d 962 (D.C. Cir. 1969).10
,

11/ 367 U.S. 396-(1961).-
_
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stage. Intervenors claimed, among other things, that the
same safety standard or " degree of certitude" should have
been' applied by the AEC at the construction permit stage as
would be applied at the operating license stage. The Court of
Appeals for the D.C. Circuit agreed and vacated the AEC's
grant of the permit, and the Government appealed. The
Supreme Court stated that there was "no doubt that construc-
tion permits, like all other licenses can be issued [under

i the Act] only consistently with the health and safety of the
.public," 12/ but held that the AEC could defer a definitive
safety finding until the operating license stage, and rejected
petitioner's argument. In doing so, the Supreme Court stated
as follows:. -

We deem it appropriate to add a few words concerning
the_ fears of nuclear disaster which respondents so
. urgently place before us. The respondents' argument
is tantamount to an insistence that the Commission
cannot be counted on, when the time comes to make
a definitive safety finding, wholly to exclude the
consideration that PRDC will have made an enormous
investment. The petitioners conceded that the
Commission is absolutely denied any authority to

'

consider this investment when acting upon an appli-
cation for a license for operation. PRDC has been

; on notice long since that it proceeds with construc-
tion at its own risk, and that all its funds may go -

for naught. With its eyes open, PRDC has willingly
accepted that risk, however great ....

It may be that an operating license may never be
issued ....

| This is the multi-step scheme which Congress and the
Commission have devised to protect the public health
and safety. We hold that the actions of the Commis-

! sion up to now have been within the Congressional
authorization. We cannot assume that the Commission
will. exceed its powers, or that these many safeguards
to protect the public interest will not be fully
effective. 13/

'

,

i -

L Tho' language " absolutely denied the authority" is strong,
'

raising the question whether the Court's opinion should be
read as . holding that the Commission may never consider

12/ Id., at 404.

13/ . Supra,. note 11 at-414-416.

J
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economic impacts whe'n making safety judgments under the
Atomic Energy Act. For several reasons this does not appear
to be a reasonable reading. First, the construction permit
was issued with several major safety issues unresolved. The
opinion does not address the question of whether considera-
tion of the applicant's investment would have been precluded
had this issue been resolved at the construction permit
stage (a " definitive" finding made) and the AEC were seeking
a plant modification at the operating license stage.14/
S.econd, the opinion does not address the question of the
extent to which economic or other impacts can be considered
either in promulgating safety standards, or in reaching
judgments on individual cases with significantly differing
fact situations. Most importantly, it is reasonably clear
from the AEC's final opinion in the PRDC case that the
crucial aspect of the decision turned upon a balancing or
accommodation by AEC between the needs of a developing
nuclear power technology and the needs of sound regulation.15/
Such a balance or accommodation was responsible for the
basic AEC decision to allow the project to proceed notwith-
standing the absence of data regarding such matters as core-
melt accidents. The nature of this balance er accommodation
was not discussed in the Supreme Court's opinicn. Neverthe-
less, while the PRDC case can be distinguished from many
fact situations where "non-safety" factors might be taken
into account, the underlying tone of the PRDC opinion, and
the strong statements made by AEC in the case that public
safety is the "first, last, and a permanent consideration",
counsel against- any approach that would give equal weight to
safety and "non-safety" factors in every safety decision.

Some explicit judicial endorsement of balance or accommoda-
tion along the lines implicit in PRDC is set forth in Siegel
v. AEC.16/ In Siegel, the Court upheld the AEC's regulations
in 10 CFR $ 50.13 excluding foreign enemy attacks from the
category of incidents that nuclear power plants should be
designed to withstand. In reaching its conclusion, the
Court stated as follows:

|

|

! --14/ However, in an early " Memorandum" in the PRDC case, the AEC l
implied in dicta that consideration of the applicant's invest- '

ment would have been precluded even if the permit had not been i

a " provisional" one (i.e., a " definitive" finding made) 1 AEC
11, 12 (1956). Tha AEC in its final decision in the PRDC
case emphasized that safety was the "first, last, and a,

| permanent consideration". 1 AEC 72 (1958).

15/ 1 AEC 128 (1959). See also, the discussion in the Covernment's
~~

brief before the Court at p. 45.
'

_1_6/ 400 F.2d 778 (D.C. Cir. 1968). i
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What the Commission has essentially decided is that
to impose such a burden would be to stifle utterly

~ the peaceful utilization of atomic energy in the
United States. Such a decision hardly seems to us
to conflict with the Congressional purposes under-
lying the Act, nor to exceed the scope of the
authority given the Commission by Congress to |

realize those purposes.17/

Here there is some indication that impacts on the nuclear power
industry may be considered in determining adequate protection.
Moreover, the Court in Siegel stressed the broad authority vested
in the Commission in carrying out its mission to protect health

,

and safety and common defense and security:'

In the. Presidential Message recommending the legis-
lation which culminated in thu Atomic Energy Act of
1954, it was said that flexibility was a peculiar
desideratum and that, absent an accumulation of
experience with the new civilian industry hopefully
to be brought into being, "it would be unwise to try
to anticipate ,lar law all of the many problems that
are certain to arise." ... Congress agreed by enact-
ing a regulatory scheme which is virtually unique in
the degree to'which broad resconsibility is reposed
in the administering agency, free of close prescrip-
tion in its charter as to how it shall proceed in
achieving the' statutory objectives.18/ (emphasis
supplied)

Northern States Power v. Minnesota 11! also sup, ts the pro-
position that in defining adequate protection the Commission
may balance improvements in safety and progress in use of
nuclear energy. In Northern States Power the Court held that
the States were preempted by the Act from imposing limits on
liquid radioactive discharges from nuclear power plants. In
so holding, the Court stated that:

Congressional objectives expressed in the 1954 Act,

evince a legislative design to foster and encourage
the development, use and control of atomic energy
so as to make the maximum contribution to the general

,

welfare gnd to increase the standard of living. 42
U.S.C. 55 2011, 2012. However, these objectives
were to be effectuated "to the maximum extent con-
sistent with the common defense and security and

: with the health and safety of the public." 42 U.S.C.

.._

:

17/r Id. at_783-784.

18/ Supra, note 16 at 781.

19/- 4471r.2d 1143.(8th Cir. 1971),. affirmed, 405 U.S. 1035 (1972).
>
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$ 2013. Thus, through direction of the licensing
scheme for nuclear reactors, Congress vested the AEC
with the authority to resolve the proper balance
between desired industrial progress and adequate
health and safety standards. Only through the appli-
cation and enforcement of uniform standards promul-
gated by a national agency will these dual objectives
be assured. Were the states allowed to impose stricter
standards or. the level of radioactive waste releases
discharged from nuclear power plants, they might con-
ceivably be so over-protective in the area of health
and safety as' to unnecessarily stultify the industrial
development and use of atomic energy for the produc-
tion of electric power.20/ (Emphasis added)

The District Court decision in Nader v. Ray also recognizes some
kind of balancing process:

Absolute certainty or " complete," " entire," or " perfect"
safety is not required by the Atomic Energy Act, nor
does nuclear safety technology admit of such a standard..

Power Reactor Development Co. v. Int'l Union, Electrical
Workers, supra; cf., Crowther v. Seaborg, 312 F.Supp.
1205, 1234 (D. Colo. 1970). The Supreme Court recog-
nized in the Power Reactor case that nuclear technology
is subject to change. 367 U.S. at 408, 81 S.Ct. 1529,
6 L.Ed.2d 924. What constitutes " reasonable assurance
of adequate protection" is also subject to change, as
the state of the nuclear safety art advances. Cf.,
Crowther v. Seaborg, supra. It is for the Commission to
weigh the state of that art, the risk of accidents, the
record of past performance, the need for further improve-
ment in nuclear safety matters, and other considerations.
Balancing these factors calls for the exercise of dis-
cretion by the expert agency in a judgmental process
that is very different from the kind of " clear, nondis-
cretionary legal duty" to comply with the procedural
requirements of the National Environmental Policv Act
that the court referred to in Izaak Walton League of
America v. Schlesinger, 337 F.Supp. 287, 291 (D.D.C.
1971).21/ (Emphasis added)

Finally, several judicial decisions follow Siegel in stressing
the broad discretion given the Commission in carrying out its
statutory mandate to assure adequate protection.22/

20/ Id. at 1153-1154.

21/ 363 F.Supp. 946, 954-955 (D.C.D.C. 1973)

22/' Union of Concerned Scientists v. AEC, 499 F.2d 1066 (D.C. Cir.
-~~

1974); North Anna Environmental Coalition v. NRC, 533 F.2d 655
(D.C. Cir. 1976); Public Service Company of New Hampshire v.

j Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 582 F.2d 77 (1st Cir. 1978).
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4. Energy Reorganization Act

The Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 does not, by its
terms, amend any of the substantive puolic health and safety
and common defense and security standards set forth in the
Atomic Energy Act or set forth any new standards. The House
Committee Report specifically stated that "the Commission
will continue to carry out those (regulatory) functions
under pertinent provisions of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
as amended ....,23/ However, a major purpose of the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974 was to separate the " developers"
from the " regulators" .24/ This was emphasized in the Senate
Report which, in describing the applicability of sections 1,
2, and 3 of the Act, states that "all references to encourag-
ing, promoting, utilizing, developing and participating in
atomic energy or the atomic energy industry shall not be
applicable to the [ Commission] . " 25 / It could be argued that
consideration of such matters as economic costs, need for
power, and development of the industry would be exercising
some " promotional" function contrary to the intent of Congress.

As the discussion above indicates, any balancing judgment
would be the exercise of a regulatory function in its purest
sense -- not the exercise of some " promotional" function.
While the Reorganization Act may fairly be read to rule out
any NRC disposition to favor or promote nuclear power as
opposed to other energy sources in its regulatory decisions,
more neutral consideration of impacts on electric power
ratepayers and energy supply e.re not clearly ruled out by
the statute or the legislative history.

Thus, we believe that consideration of such factors as
economic costs to consumers and energy supply would not be
prohibited by the Reorganization Act. It is a reasonable

~~23/ H.R. Rep. No. 93-707, 93rd Cong., 1st Sess. (1973) at 22,
I Leg. Hist. Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 413. There
is no indication of any contrary intent in the legislative
history.

24,/ Section 2(c) of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as
amended. See also, S. Rep. No. 93-980, 93rd Cong. 2d Sess.
(1974) at 2, 19, 27, II Leg. Hist. 965, 982, 990; H.R. Rep.
No. 93-707. 93rd Cong., 1st Sess. (1973) at 4, I Leg. Hist.
at 395.

25/ S.' Rep. No. 93-980 at 83, 93rd Cong~., 2d Sess. (1974), II
Leg. Hist. Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 1046.

,

>
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inference from'the legislative history of the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974 that the regulation of nuclear
energy was to be enhanced not by imposing different statutory
standards, but by establishing a separate agency to perform
a pu' dy regulatory mission.

5. Acency Practice

The underlying nature of the adequate protection standard
has been addressed in only a few adjudicatory decisions.,

The most definitive is Maine Yankee Atomic Power Comoany
(Maine Yankee Atomic Power Station).26/ In Maine Yankee,
the Appeal Board, speaking for the Commission, stated the
matter at issue and the conclusion thereon as follows:

Broadly stated, from what can be gleaned from its
brief and oral argument, the Joint Intervenors'
position seems to come down to this: While the
Commission's regulations reflect what it regards
as adequate to protect the public health and safety,
they impose only minimum standards which must be-

met by all licensees. In each individual case,
there must be an assessment of the risks which
remain despite compliance with all applicable
regulations. If that, assessment produces the con-
clusion (said to be required by the stipulation
here) that there is "some degree of [ residual] risk,"
it must be weighed against the benefits expected to
flow from the operation of the facility. Only if
the Licensing Board finds, upon striking the balance,
that the risk is acceptable can it make the " reason-
able assurance" and "not inimical" determinations.
In this it stance, according to Joint Intervenors,
there was .tnsufficient evidence of benefit to have
enabled the Board, had it done such balancing, to
make a findiny of acceptability.

In substantial measure, the Joint Intervencrs' thesis
respecting the ingredients of the " reasonable assur-
ance" and " not inimical" standards runs counter, we
believe, to the normal import of the terms used by
Congress and the Commission in their formulation of
.those standards. It is difficult to distill the
" acceptability" concept developed by the Joint Inter-
venors from such language as "adecuate protection to

26/ 6 AEC 1003 (1973). See also Columbia University, 4 AEC 849,
--

862-863 (1972); Public Service Comoany of Colorado (Fort St.
Vrain Nuclear Generating Station), 4 AEC 214, 216 (1969).

.
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the health and safety of the public" (Section 182a of
.the Act) or " reasonable assurance (that the facility j.

can be ooerated) without endangerinc the health and
safety of the public" (10 CFR 50.57(a)(3)(i)). The
decision as to whether a threat to health and safety
is cosed bv anv oarticular activity obviously does
entail an assessment of the nature and extent of the
risks involved. But the cuantum of crotection to,
or endangerment of, oublic health and safety is not
-dependent likewise ucon how much benefit will be
obtained from the activity. In the cresent context,

i a specific nuclear power facility is no safer because
it is needed and, by the same token, is no more endan -
gering to health and safety because it micht be
discensable.

* * *

We therefore hold that, in making its ultimate safety
-

findings, the Licensing Board was not called upon to
; undertake any independent risk / benefit analysis. The
! Board's function was, rather, to ascertain whether,
) irrespective of how great or small might be the bene-

fits flowing from the operation of this particular
facility, the record established that the health and'

safety of.the public would be adequately protected;

and that the licensing of the facility would not be
inimical to it. As previously noted, the Board
resolved these questions in the applicant's favor on
the dual bases that the evidence demonstrated that
the reactor would comply with applicable Commission
regulations and that, in this instance, the Joint4

! Intervenors had not shown that the regulations were
inadequate to protect public health and safety. We
now consider whether that resolution was correct.27/
(Emphasis added)

This decision, unless overturned by the Commission, holds that
.

adequate; protection under the Act is measured solely by the
nature and extent of the risk,-and that the amount of the
benefits associated with plant operation can play no role in
safety decisions under the Act. .While the decision does not
address the role of economic costs, a reasonable inference
from the decision is that this factor would also be irrelevant

j in determining adequate protection.

22/ s AzC at loos,-loos.

.

%
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One other AEC decision, Decartment of Water and Power of the -

City of Los Angeles
(Malibu Plant),3 a Licensing Board decision28/ is worthy of note. In

Malibu the Commission (AEC) remande
authorizing the grant of a construction permit for a nuclear
power plant located near an active earthquake fault and directed
the Board to include protection against ground displacement into
the plant design. It was generally understood that this-remand
had the effect of denying the application since protection
against ground displacement was not within the state of the art.

; Implicit in the decision is the concept that adequate protection-

may in some cases-require denial of an application despita the
fact that the' application incorporates everything technically
feasible to reduce safety risks.

,

; The Commission's regulations carry the adequate protection
standard one small step forward by adopting the concept of
" reasonable assurance"29/, which perhaps more clearly than the
statutory standard conveys the concept that zero risk is not
necessary. However, it is difficult to distill from the regu-
lations any further concept of adequate protection which has

' *

universal application. To be sure the regulations do in a-

collective sense embody what is necessary to provide adequate
protection. The difficulty is that the regulations are not4

-specifically based on any single underlying concept of
adequate protection,. and the associated rulemaking records
(which for the most part date back into the 1960's and early.

j . 1970's) consist largely of conclusory statements.

However, if one examines 10 CFR Parts 20 and 100, it is
possible to extract two concepts of adequate protection that
seem to have reasonably broad application. First, 10 CFR
Part 100 has had the effect of requiring the incorporation,

of safety _ features to prevent the occurrence only of " credible"
accidents or to mitigate the consequences of " credible"
accidents.30/ Beyond this reference, there is no generalized
statement in 10 CFR Part 100 regarding the kinds of risks
which must be protected against, and there is no explicit
reference to risk-benefit' balancing. Thus we have a general
concept of adequate protection as applied to accidental
releases -- that protection does not need to be provided for
"non-credible" accidents, but that no e:: pense will be spared
to prevent the occurrence of credible accidents or to mitigate
.their consequences (to less than 300 rem to the thyroid or

,

i

28/. 3.AEC 179 (1967).
.

29/ 10 CFR E5 50.35(a)(4), 50.40(a), 50.57(a)(3).
'

30/_ 10 CFR 5 100.11, particularly note 1.
| .

'
,

I i

< - .
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25 rem to the whole body) . There is n,o discussion in the
Part 100 rulemaking record of how the AEC translated adequate
protection into protection against credible accidents. In.

particular, there is no discussion of the role need for
power, economic costs, or impacts on the industry may have
played in the decision.

This " credible accident" concept has given rise to some
problems. For example, the regulations do not provide any
guidance as to which accidents are credible and which are
not, although accident probability is clearly the determining
factor. Also, in virtually all areas the " credible accident"
requirement of Part 100 overlaps with one or more elements
of the General Design Criteria in Part 50, Appendix A. The
General Design Criteria do not generally adopt any credible /
non-credible distinction in dealing with accidents. It is
unclear whether a plant system can comply with Part 50 and
not comply with Part 100. It is also unclear whether the
credible /non-credible distinction is applicable to natural
phenomena, such as earthquakes and floods. Thus, the concept
may not be necessarily applicable to all accidents.

In contrast to Part 100, the limits on routine, planned
releases of radioactive materials in Part 20 have always
been based on an explicit balancing of factors. The basic
limits in 10 CFR SS 20.105 and 20.106 are based on a balanc-,

ing of the biological risks from radiation and the, benefits
'

- derived . from radiation use,31/ and the requirement chat
releases be kept as low as reasonably achievable is designed
to take economic and other costs explicitly into account in
setting permissible release limits.32/

The so-called "backfit rule" in 10 CFR S 50.109 further
complicates the situation. The rule authorizes the Commission
to require additional safety features beyond those required
at the construction permit stage if this would " provide
substantial additional protection which is required for the
public health and safety." This rule, and the general Commis-
sion approach to "backfit" matters came under detailed s-Jutiny

31/ . Federal ~ Radiation Council Staff Report No. 1, May 13, 1960.

32/ See 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I. The criteria used by NRC to
-~

approve consumer products containing radioactive material
that are to be exempt from licensing also specifically provide

| 'for consideration of "non-safety factors". The policy on this
matter is that the decision turns on a balancing of the radia-
tion hazards and benefits or usefulness cf the product to the
public. "Use of Byproduct Material and Source Material", 30
FR 3462-(March 16, 1965).

- . .
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by the Joint Comm'ittee on Atomic Energy (JCAE) in 1976 when -

one NRC and three GE engineers resigned and raised several
serious reactor safety questions. The JCAE. hearings are
important because in . order to respond to the safety questions
that were raised the NRC staff was required, .for the first
time, to-articulate a position on the role of economic costs
in making safety decisions. In the course of explaining why

~

some older -reactors lacked some of the safety features
included in newer reactors, the Director of NRR (with implicit
Commission approval) articulated the role of_ costs and*

benefits in reactor safety reviews as follows:

In determining whether a safety issue warrants
backfitting to older plants, a judgment is.made
first of the safety significance. This judgment
is based on technical considerations only, and is
-not influenced by political or economic factors.
Once a position defining an acceptable level of
. safety is established by both quantitative and
judgmental processes, backfitting action is ini-

*

- tiated, as appropriate, to assu're that at least
' that level.of safety is achieved. Further safety
improvements are t6en evaluated considering the
value.of-the added safety as well as the economic
or other impact of the requirement.33/,

'

This formulation does not address how the minimum " acceptable
level of safety" referred :to in the testimony is established.
Moreover,.this effort by the Commission to explain its review
philosophy is not consistent with the Commission's Maine
Yankee'mui other adjudicatory decisions. It is quite clear
from. these decisions that once compliance with the regulations-

- is demonstrated, it necessarily follows absent some special,

showing, that the adequate protection standard is met, and
~

that the economic: costs or other "non-safety" impacts of
safety improvements are irrelevant. Yet under the safety'

'

.

13/ " Investigation of Charges Relating to Nuclear Reactor Safety",
JCAE Hearings, February'and March, 1975 at 323. It should be
noted Ethat it has ;long; been the NRC ! + d AEC's) policy to
- considerfeconomic factors-in choosing among two or more safety
- requirements, all'of which present the same safety risk reduction.
This is made clear, forLexample, in the NRC's present.value-

- impact-guidelines. The issue addressed-in this menorandum deals
,

with the 'different situation where the choices facing NRC entail.
different safety 1 risks,-and where " trade-offs" between safety-
- and non-safety factors could occur.

|

.
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approach taken by the Commission during the 1976 hearings,
the Commission may require additional improvements not
required in order to comply with the regulations, so long as
the increase in protection is worth the cosu. This would come-

as a sur rise to many intervenors, who are routinely informed
in the ( nission's adjudicatory proceedings that proposals
for such iditional safety features as " core catchers" may not
be considered in licensing hearings simply because they are
not required in order to meet the Commission's regulations.
However, the approach taken in the 1976 JCAE hearings is the
current approach taken by the staff when confronted with grand-
fathering or backfit questions.

The first' successful attempt to define adequate protection
in the sense of an overall safety goal occurred in 1973 with
the publication of WASH-1270, " Anticipated Transients Without
Scram for Water-Cooled Power Reactors". In this report the
Staff adopted the overall safety objective that the risk to
the public from all nuclear reactors occurrences should be
very small compared to most other risks of life. The con-
siderations that led to this goal were not explained. This
goal would in the Staff's riew be met if accidents with
radiological consequences n excess of 10 CFR Part 100
guidelines (300 rem to the thyroid, 25 rem whole body) have
an average recurrence interval of at least 1000 years for
all nuclear plants combined. For 1000 operating plants, this
goal would be satisfied if there is no greater than one chance
in one million per year for a nuclear power plant to have
a serious accident with consequences in excess of Part 100.
The Staff was careful to point out in the report that the
above was merely a goal, and not a fixed requirement, in
view of the difficulty of determining the likelihood of
occurrence of low probability accidents. The goal was not
incorporated into any Commission regulation, policy state-
ment, or adjudicatory decision, and there are to this date
continuing discussions of the goal in the context of further
evaluations of anticipated transients without scram.34/

34/ This safety goal is reflected in Section 2.2.3 of the NRC
~~

Standard Review Plan, which indicates that design basis
events resulting from presence of hazardous materials or
activities in the plant vicinity include "each postulated
type of accident for which the expected rate of occurrence
of potential exposures in excess of the 10 CFR Part 100
guidelines is estjmated to exceed the_yRC staff objective of

i approximately 10 per year " The 10 figure is developed.

by deciding that the risks posed by offsite hazards should
not contribute more than.one-tenth of the overall risk. See
also Section 3.5.1.6 " Aircraft Hazards". For the most part,
however, the Standard Review Plan does. not make use of par-
ticular probability numbers.
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RELEVANT LANGU'GE IN THE STATUTES OF OTHER AGENCIESB. '

A

1. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC)

The safety obligations of the CPSC are largely spelled out
in its governing statute. Consumer products may be banned
only if no safety standard would " adequately protect the
public from the unreasonable risk of injury associated with
such product."35/ Such safety standards as are promulgated

"

must be " reasonably necessary to prevent or reduce an unrea-
sonable risk associated with a product."36/ The CPSC, in
promulgating any safety rule, "shall express in the rule
itself the risk of injury which the standard is~ designed to
eliminate or reduce."31/
The courts have taken the position, based upon the clear
legislative history of the statute, that Congress intended

; the Commission to make the judgment whether a particular
risk was " unreasonable,"38/ and that the reasonableness of
risks is to be assessed 13i part by considering the economic.

impact of any safety standard imposed. In the Acua Slide
'N' Dive case , the Fif th Circuit Court of Appeals observed:

The necessity for the standard depends upon the
nature of the risk, and the reasonableness of the
risk is a function of the burden a standard would
impose on the user of a product.39/

The court reiterated the definition of " unreasonable risk"
formulated by the O.C. Circuit in Forester v. CPSC, in which
the court stated that a finding of unreasonable risk under
the Federal Hazardous Substances Act involved:

a balancing test like that familiar in tort law:
the regulation may issue if the severity of the
injury that may result from the product, factored
by the likelihood.of the injury, offsets the harm

.

. 35/ 15 U.S.C. A. E 2057(2) .

| 36/ 15 U.S.C.A. 5 2051(b)(1)( 2) .

37/ 15 U.S.C.A. 5 2058.
, .

l 38/ See Acua Slide "N" Dive v. Consumers Product Safetv
Uomm,ission, 569 F.2d 831 (1978); Forester v. CPSC, 559
'F.2d 774 (D.C. Cir. 1977).

39/ 569 F.2d at 839.

. ..
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the regulation itself imposes upon manufacturers
and consumers.40/

2. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

The mandate of the Food and Drug Administration varies depending
on the type of hazard involved. Attachment 1 to this paper is.

a table, prepared for the FDA, listing a number of laws cdmin-
istered by it (as well as statutes administered by the CPSC,.

EPA, and the Agriculture Department) and the factors to be
taken into account under each statute.

If the CPSd is an example of an agency required to take cost^

considerations into account, and the NRC an agency whose
statute leaves the relationship between safety and costs at
best extremely vague, the Food and Drug Administration, in
one of its areas of responsibility, has a uniquely explicit
Congressional directive that certain risks are unacceptable,
irrespective of costs. The Delaney Clause, enacted in 1958,
provides that no food additive can be used that induces
cancer in man or animals when ingested, or in animals after
appropriate safety tests.41/ This emphasis on eliminating
risks without regard to eco'nomic considerations applies
generally through the sections of the Food and Drug Act
dealing with food purity. The laws regarding foods are not
wholly consistent in their approach, however.. The Delaney
Clause, which is a reflection of the public's awareness and
special fears of the hazards of cancer, does not prohibit
the use of possibly harmful substances used historically
with FDA or Agriculture Department approval before 1958

| (such as nitrites): ~nor does it prohibit sale of foods in
'

which carcinogenic substances inevitably occur despite good
manufacturing processes (such as aflatoxin in peanut butter).

In other areas, the FDA has greater flexibility. In certifying
drugs as to their safety, the agency may weigh the risks
involved against the drug's potential benefits. In a case
involving a false advertising. claim against a weight reduction
clinic, the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit recently
observed:

Considerations aof safety and effectiveness cannot
be wholly separated, since many risky medical pro-
cedures may be regarded by the FDA as " safe," in
light of their greater potential benefits.42/

40/ 559 F.2d at 789.
41/ 21 ! U. S. C. A. 301 et sea.

42/ FTC v. Simeon Management Corp., 532 F.2d 708, 714 (1976).
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3. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

The Environmental Protection Agency administers a number of
statutes, with a variety of mandates. Two of them -- the

and the Toxic Substances Control Act 44/ -- require the
--43/Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA)

balancing of risks and benefits. Under FIFRA, a pesticide
may be " cancelled" if the agency finds " unreasonable risk to
man and the environment, taking into account economic,

are often quite lengthy -- severaI years or more - proceedings
social, and environmental costs."45/ Cancellation.

and the
sale and use of the pesticide in question may continue until
the proceedings are completed. If, however, the agency
finds an " imminent hazard" to human health from the'use of
the pesticide during the pendency of the cancellation proceed-
ing, it may " suspend" its production and sale. In either
case, it must assess the risks and the benefits involved.

The Toxic Substances Control Act presents a similar statutory
framework.- The statute and its legislative history make
clear that risks and benefits are to be weighed in protecting'-

the public against toxic substances. The law states Congress
intent that "the Administrator shall consider the environmental,
economic, and social impact of any action the Administrator
takes or proposes to take under this Act."46/

Certain provfsions of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act
and Clean Air Act require that ambient air and water quality
standards be set based only on health or environmental effects
without reference to costs or benefits.47/ However, these
provisions apparently reflect a CongressTonal belief that
there was a " safe threshold" for the air and water pollutants
involved, and that a standard could be set that would provide
for essentially zero risk without massive economic impacts.

; More relevant are the provisions of these two Acts relating
| to control of' hazardous or toxic pollutants for which there

is no safe threshold. The statutes here call for emission
standards which will provide an " ample margin of safety to
protect the public health", and do not expressly authorize

43/ 7 U.S.C.A. 136 et sea.

44/ .49 U.S.C.A. 1801-12.

45/ See EDF v. EPA, 548 F.2d 998 (D.C. Cir. 197.7).

46/ 15 U.S.C.A. 2601.

47/ 42 U.S.C.A. 7409; 33 U.S.C.A. 1313.

.
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consideration of factors other than health and environmental
effects.48/ Nevertheless, EPA has construed the statutes in
question as authorizing a balancing of factors in promulgat-.

ing standards. In reaching this conclusion, EPA reasoned
that if Congress had intended the drastic results in terms of
economic dislocations that would result from zero risk it
would have spoken with much greater clarity in the law, that
therefore zero risk was not necessarily to be achieved, and
that if some risk was to be accepted, then at least limited
consideration of factors other than the level of risk itself
was unavoidable.49_/

4. Othef Agencies and Statutes

Under the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, the Secretary
of Transportation is given broad discretion to assure " adequate"
protection against " unreasonable risk to health and safety."50/

~~

DOT's: implementing regulations do not indicate how " unreason
able" is defined. Rather, they simply indicate what substances
and packaging are and are.not acceptable for transport.51/

The Administrator of the Federal Aviation Administration is
obligated by the Federal Aviation Act to prescribe "such
reasonable rules and regulations . . . as the Administrator
may find necessary to provide adequately for national security
and safety in , air commerce."j2/ Adequacy is.not defined,
although the Director is instructed to give " full considera-
tion to the duty resting upon air carriers to perform their
services with the highest possible degree of safety in the
public interest."}3/ The courts have found this statute to
give considerable discretion to the Administrator to assess
hazards and determine the reasonableness of suggested remed-
ial action. In one case, the D.C. Circuit rejected a claim
by Ralph Nader that to fulfill his statutory mandate, the
Administrator was obligated to ban smoking on airplanes, in
light of the added danger of fire created by passengers'
smoking.!4/ The court did not find in the Administrator's

48/ 42 U.S.C.A. 7412; 33 U.S.C.A. 1317.

49/ See 42 FR 28154 (June 2, 1977).

50/ 49 U.S.C.A. 1801 et sea.

11/ 49 CFR Parts 171, 173.

52_/ 49 U.S.C.A. 1421'a).

13/~ 49 U.S.C.A. 1421(t).

L }4/- Nader v. FAA, 440 F.2d 292 (1971),
i
'

.
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action any assertion that the claim of hazard was necessarily
groundless; nevertheless, he possessed discretion to make
judgment as to the magnitude of the asserted risk. The
decision indicates that the statutory mar;date of the " highest
possible degree of safety" is not as absolute as it may
appear.

The mandate in the Atomic Energy Act to provide adequate
protection to the health and safety of the public falls
somewhere in between the so-called Delaney Clause, with its
emphasis on eliminating cancer risks without regard for
economic cosiderations, and FIFRA and the Toxic Substances
control Act, where Congress specifically directed EPA to
consider the economic and social impact of. actions taken
under those Acts. Unlike the Delaney . Clause, the-Atomic
Energy Act does not require zero risk, even as a goal. On
the other hand, unlike FIFRA and the Toxic Substances Control
?.c t , there is no specific direction in the Atomic Energy Act
to take economic or other "non-safety" factors into account.
The closest analogy is probably to those portions of the
Clean Air Act and Federal Water Pollution Control Act which

*

require that standards be set for toxic pollutants that
provide an " ample margin of safety to protect the public
health". Here EPA has construed its statutes as authorizing
consideration of "non-safety" factors such as economic costs
in standard se.tting. A review of the othgr statutes does
reveal that over the years the Congress has become increas-
ingly specific as to the factors it believes regulatory
agencies should take into account in decisionmaking. The
Atomic Energy Act was enacted well before this trend devel-
oped at a' time when the Congress was much more willing than
today to vest broad discretion in an agency free of any
specific direction as to the factors to be considered in
decisionmaking.

CONCLOSIONS

Judicial decisions are clear that " adequate protection" is a
term' that focuses on radiological risk, and is not synonymous
with the broad standard "public interest" . Accordingly, the
Commission could not, in pursuit of adequate protection, engage
in some broad inquiry where the public interest lies. On the
other hand, judicial decisions, past history and practice, and
the practice of other Federal regulatory agencies make clear |

that adequate protection does not require zero risk. Given
this, both judicial decisions and logic support the concept
that adequate protection entails at least some balancing of
safety against competing considerations. The legislativa

|
|

'
.

|

l
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; history of the Reorganization Act strongly suggests that
,

: promotion. and advancement of the nuclear industry should not '

' be_a relevant consideration. Nevertheless, this leaves ample*

room for the _ Commission to take into account in appropriate'

circumstances such factors as economic costs to ratepayers
.

and need for power provided that protection of the public

| health and safety is consistently treated as its paramount *

; consideration.
i _ -

.

,

| .A number of meanings of " adequate protection" could be
'

| proposed. It would not be inconsistent with the type of
balancing discussed in ~ this memorandum to state that somei

risks (for example, operation of a reactor near an active-
,

earthquake fault, as in the Malibu case) are so severe that
no reasonably foreseeable economic cost or need for power
impact could prevail over the risk, but that the accepta-*

bility of other lesser risks depends on consideration of
*

economic costs or impacts on energy supply. This would
involve a two-tiered approach to adequate protection, under

"

which, for example, grandfathering of new safety require-
; ments would be permissible in the "second" safety tier but

[ not;in the first. This type of approach would be consistent ,

with the general thrust of the PRDC case and the holding in '

,
;

the M_alibu case, because it would reflect a commission belief
that certain safety risks are simply unacceptable, even taking
into account _ all the ordinary "non-safety" factors that may be
involved. Alternatively, one could adopt the view that there

; is a wide spectrum of_ safety risks, with "non-safety" factors
i given greater weight as one moves from the more severe to
! the less severe hazards. So long as safety assumes a paramount

importance and "non-safety" factors are given little or no
weight as one moves from the . minor safety risks to the more;.

; severe safety. hazards, this " spectrum" approach would also be
! consistent with the tone of PRDC and Malibu.
,

? The Commiss' ion could as a matter of policy confine its use
of the. " adequate - protection" standard to dealing with the
more severe safety risks, where ordinary economic or other |

"non-safety" arguments ~ would be' given little or no weight,,

i and rely on the authority in section 161b. of the Atomic ;

Energy Act to issue rules or orders to " minimize danger to'

: life or property" in-dealing with lesser risks where balanc-
,

'
ing judgments |would be permitted._ In this way a "two tier" |

t safety standard would .be related to two tiers of statutory
|' standards.- The " minimize danger" provision has been com-

| pletely unexplored in;past decisions, regulations, and
practice as a possible basis for making safety judgments.
The conclusionithat some -Commission safety judgments may

? properly- entail a balancing among competing 1 considerations-
p> does not depend on the .two words " adequate. protection", but

~

*..

|

!.s

. . .
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depends rather on the structure of the 7.ct as a whole, and
the Commission may properly look to the Act as a whole in -'' >

establishing a safety philosophy. i
,

;. . i
~

There.is.one class of safety decisions for which considera- |
tion of non-safety factors would present significant liti- :

; gative risk in light of. the PRDC case. This class would
|

; - consistlof decisions at the operating license stage on safety
matters that could in theory have been but were not resolved'

;

at the construction permit stage. Here the Supreme Court F

] language that the NRC is " absolutely denied" the authority ;

'to consider the utility's. investment (see pages j-7) should1

be taken into account, perhaps by adopting the policy that' -

! non-safety factors will only be considered to the extent
,

that they would have been . relevant at th.e construction i

. permit stage, with the status of completion of the plant
' given no consideration. Beyond that category of decisione..

however, and subject to the principle that protection of tde1
.

'public health and safety is the "first, last and a permanent*

consideration" under the Atomic Energy Act, the Commission
,.

has considerable discretion to determine how it will consider

[ competing interests in reaching safety judgments.

If.the commission were to explicitly adopt some balancing
test for adequate protection that took '.nto account such'

things as economic costs and need for power, then Maine
3 Yankee'would n,eed to be overturned or severely limited. The !

| Commission would also be faced with the question whether to |

} permit case-by-case balancing judgments, as described in the
! 1976 JCAE hearings, or to restrict balancing judgments to

generic proceedings. Permitting case-by-case balancing2

judgments would afford maximum flexibility.to the Commission
to require incorporation of the best available safety
technology. And, so long as the focus of the case- specific
-balancing judgments is on safety improvements beyond those,

required to achieve minimum compliance with Commission!

regulations,'the case-by-case approach would be consistent!

I with the concept generally embodied in the Atomic Energy Act
that the nuclear l'ndustry should be subject to a system of-

uniform national safety standards. The difficulty.with this
,

; approach is~that licensing reviews and hearings may become
involved in unbounded examinations of the costs and benefits*

of'different safety. systems.. Applicants in full compliance*

I withLthe; regulations will have no assurance that the plant
! design is satisfactory without conducting a NEPA-type cost /

.
-benefit analysis of additional safety improvements.

;If ' balancing _ judgments were reserved for. commission decisions
'on safety standards,. the licensing review process could con-

-

i

a

>
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tinue as at present. However, the Commission would have to
modify the "backfitting" concept adopted during the 1976._

' JCAE hearings, and some flexibility might be lost. A special
case would need to be made for enforcement matters, where the
Commission would likely wish to choose from a range of
enforcement actions in dealing with safety defects or items

!. of non-compliance, with the choice dictated by consideration
'

of both safety hazards and impacts on consumers and need for
power.5_5/i

In light of the importance of the matter and the conflicting
decisions and statements which have emerged from the AEC and
the NRCi over the years, the development of a clear Commission
policy statement on safety philosophy would be highly desirable.
Since the questions to be addressed would involve broad
societal value judgments, interaction with the Congress and
the President would be appropriate. One possible course
would be for the Commission to develop a proposed statement,
seek extensive public comment on it, adopt a final statement
as a basis for Commission action and, while operating in

,accordance with the statement, submit it to the Congress for
ratification or modification.

cc: OPE
'
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55/ This authority to exercise " prosecutorial discretion" has
-~

never been articulated by the Commission. Corrective action
in the face of an action by a licensee that is in violation
of the regulations need not entail immediate plant shutdown
absent some judgment on the part of the Commission that the
-hazards of construction or operation pending completion of
enforcement hearings or licensee corrective action outweigh
the impacts on ratepayers and energy supply. Confusion
about this issue has led to a Staff practice of issuing oper-
ating licenses with minor items of noncompliance still out-
standing on the theory that if the plant were already in
operation the minor item would not be considered sufficiently
serious to cause shutdown. This confuses enforcement discre-
tion with discretion- to issue a license that is not in full
compliance. The former is a valid concept; the latter is a

i- violation of the general rule of law that agencies are bound
by their own regulations.

,

i
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. The following tables are based on:

~

* The food provisions of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (contained in;
4 21 U.S.C. 348 et s g

) * The drug provisions of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (contained in

} 21 U.S.C. 348 g seq)
4

3 * The medical devices provisions of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act

(contained in 21 U.S.C. 348 el s_eg)

[ * La cosmette provisions of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosnetic Act (contained
i in 21 U.S.C. 348 at seq)
:
I

| ' The Federal Meat Inspection Act (21 U.S.C. 601 e_t,sec) and the Poultry Froductst

Inspection Act (21 U.S.C. 451 e_t, seq)*

j * The Federal Hazardous Substances Act (15 U.S.C.1261_e_t, sea)t

i

* The Consumer Froduct Safe'ty Act (15 U.S.C. 2051 el seq)'

4,

| * The Occupational Safett and Health Act (29 U.S.C. 651 el seq) -

- *

* The Noise Control Act (42 U.S.C. 4901 g seq)
!

* The Toxic Substances Control Act (15 U.S.C. 2601 e_t_ seq)

' The Safe Drinking Water Act (42 U.S.C. 300 el seq)
:
'

* The Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7401 e_e_ g

' The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (7 U.S.C. 136 el seq)

|

t
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statute enacted la A. Imr agricultural comedia A. Demutag a food to be a.Tae* NghW m ,19043 anjor overhaal tias and their natural adatterated if the poi- neither anchorta ,,,in 1933; major ammad" constituants (as vitania manous or dalatarious preclud e b aftg %
umats in 1354. 1960 C in orage juica): onbetance ima's %ddad*. euaration

,

I
and 1944) f'Food ematalaims any pot- ;
o W a ' a tared by th i emunes er delatarious a

Food and Drug Ad- sehetancas which "ordia- !
maatstratian (FDO arily" renders it injur- '

ises to baalth
o Ragn1 stas foods.

drugs. comencics. B. Cone =-4 ama ts (as afla-
* medical devices, tosia is peanuta):

and euhetances
theraia 1. Subse = =4 considered 1. Zacablishm=at of a to] 1. Tea - Coast 4 arias M-

"added" to food vtLich aranca level for se avoidability by 3 a '

PODD FtorISIDES are required or on- "added" poisonous or ma mfacturias prae.
.

avoidable by good hag = deletericua SubstanCoq ticed 12velTss ecoup.
afacturtas practica or sa " action level" mit and t-,w 1.gic *

and whic.h "may rendar" for regulatory inter- feasibility
food injurious ta veutu . If this tal-
health eranea at sezion level

is escaedad, the food
is deemed adulterated

2. Substancas cocaidared 2. Deeming a food to be 2. Bo
"added" to food vtLich adulterated for can-
are evoidable by good taintag such a sub-
umaufacturing practica stance e
and "may render" the
fand in.'urious to
haalth .

,

'
.

.'

C. Direct Ingredients: !
,

1. Direct Food Additive 1. FDA approval of a diruct

(ess =~rharia): food additive

a. " male" for its a. Tee - Ptancth lfty
1standed use, fue"

tianally capable o !

~
accamplishing its
intama=a offacta,
and

b. Does not induce b. so
cancar ta mas, or
through "appropri-
ace" taste, in

< 1m (palaney
Clause)

2. Sebetances Camara11y 2. Emmaption from the food 1. Tas - Batablided
Recogniaad as safe additives provisione of usages

(CEAS; azz salt): the act (N1 ==y Clause
does not apply)

A=eas qua11 find ==-
I perta, substaaraa gan -

( arally recogaland as
safe for their in-

|
. a.a ,s

I
s

I

!

!
'

,

3. Friar Sanctianed Sub- 3. Escosaition of a prior 3. Tea - Th*=sh not anti-
se-ar== (az nitrites manecian ==, cia from citly authorisad. FDA

|
in maat): the food additivsa provi- cansidere some benefits

sions,of the act (Dala- of use of the substsace
| Substancas used his- nay Clause does amt app 11)
'

terically with the
sanction or spyroval
of FDA and USDA be-
fors September 6. 195 L.

.
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m m e.pto,. .. .. .. m m .. m ,or 1 r.1 . m., - . r . .g .,a.m
-

c m uel m ee. 1.v.1a mg re -me a m .a. ti- m ._
are ,ubsequ at tien discloeurs

ta sacablish levels at s .sment. except e Agacey testingwhich 4mammes might be La certain circur- and research e C2AS list re-
injuredt emurts reqst.re

* se=ar=a. party view
7DA to show a r -----1=

adversely affecteoe Moottoring ofpossibility of harm be- by aemacy action industrias e 1sapections of j

fore acting. rather than industry i

as7 request ae mare speculative risk .

hearing. These e laquests for

special circum- data from manu- e seizure, con-

3. yDA mat consider pro- 3. No 3. no 3. Tas star.cas ariae is faccurare duenation. re-
tactim of pub 11e health ,,,,,,at,,, , ,,11 g ,4,g.

tarated or als<and altaraata andas of lated tot e laquirements of,
branded sub-esposure to the substanc' asta submission

e f W se w ards by manufacturers stance ='

seeking presar-
* f8*d' f8' 'P*~ kat approvat of a Criminal penal <-
cial distat7 edditives ties-

.
uses

e In addition to ,I
e e=stgency pet- ru1== = < * * g FM

'

mit controla ,g,,g7 ,,7 g,
to court over

e tolerances particular in-
stances of foos |

e food additive adulteration o1
regulations misbranding

e antibiotic ani-
7 mal drug carti-

ficatioca
a

e new -ai 1 drul .'

} applications | ]

- e color additive
listings and'

1. ,e 1. Tes 1. so certifications

t
s. Safety - yu is required,

- to consider consumption |
: Inesia, - 1ative affeeta,

j sad espert apprvved
salety factors |

,
1

b. Appropriate taats evi-
dancing carcinogenicity
is maa or =a4=a1 a:e
dispositive

2. CIAS regulations centsic 2. No 1. Tae-It 2. Tae
;

standards for evaluacias has beani

food riaka suggestai
that evil- .

dames or
i

I carcino--
Snaicit7
would der
otroy any
basis forw ay
- ga-
time" of
safeti

., f . _e

3". Riska or prior sanctione< 3. zo 3. No 3. Yas
substances evaluated star.
ilarly to those of added
mastituents - standard
for regulatety actica is
whether substance %sy
render" food iajurious
to haalth

_. .
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ip g 3,,,, ,,4 4. Celer Additivoa (es
% gig agg yo.4 tad No. 40):

'

"** * * '
a.1. Safe for its ta- a.1. Obtalains TDL ar- es. Functionality is the

tcaded use and preval of a color primary bematit com-
a, --elinhas its additive (Lacled- aidared
intended affect. lag establistummat
er est permitted levels

of mea)

a.2. Camd and approved a.2, W at e f a g tangot*
prier to 1960 ary, provistanal

listing of color
additive

b. not. if it inducas b. Revosias F3A approva. 4b. No-This *Delaney*

cancer la man, or af a color additive Clause" applies to
through "appropri- M color additives
ace" testa, ia (there is no CRAS
-w1a er prior sanctima

samm9 tion)
1

D. "Iadirect" lagredients:

1. Indirect Food Addi- 1. Ragulation of indirect 1. $+e considerations for
tivas (azz acryloni- additivue is af-fta, to iat.ational food addi -trila packaging the regulation of in- tivaa
matariala) which "may tantional food additives
ramonably be aspecte# (Delaney Clause. CIAS
to become a crumponaat a m tions. prior sanc-
of food tions apply)

.

|

2. Asiaal Dry Lasideaa 2. Obtainlag FOA approval 2. Taa-The animal drug.

(ast sulf manido) er sanction of animal "Delmer Clause" is
dngs acdified by a " DES pro-

a. safe and affica- vino" that allows car-
clous is =f==1=. cinogenic animal drugs

to be used that don't
b. Tsaidues are safe adversely affect the

for h a. and -a t == 1 recipients or

leave resideas detect-
c. no ra.idues of any able by " approved"

carciaogenic drug methods
can be found La
edible portimes of
anf 1a by "approvpd"
unthods. ] .

3. Fasticide tasiduma ( : 3. Tee - Delaney Clausebaptachler) - EFA ham : doesn't apply to pea-primary responsibility ticide raaiduesin this arma

a. la ramr foods if a. Nat show pesticidea
"useful" f ar the

1. po' a- a er de- 1. Talerance level required purpose for which
latorious pesti- tolerance is sought,
tidea, of poeti- and necessary to thecidas not ganara food supply. Also,ally recognised FOA auet considersa safe are need impact of its action.

- en food pricae and
food supply to coe-
simmers.

2. tolerance levels 2. tranottoo from tolerance
sat necessary te level requirement

, protect public
health

b. Ia procassed fonda b. Festicide deemed ' j).'Ir *raluattag the
if " safe" as a.?. "addi- ./ aztent to which

tive" " goad manufacturing
talarance has been practice" has been,

establiabad Pro- followed La procas.cessing haas't coe<> ains. eens etosonic
centrated the pes- benefits may be cae.
ticida, good manu- sidered.
f acturias practicei

. are folle==d
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4.. safecr-rna im required 4. n. 4. Ta -sp.- 4. se ;

to canaider pewhabla cial ad- j
emanisweian levels, c e viaery g
alative affects, empart cammit- g

approved safety fasters taas asy r
and the availability of he estab.

*

cartain analytic mathe6s lished ,-
|

sama cam,

cinesmai-
.uty La

am immes |
La list- t

ab. Appropriate testa evi= iag color j

dancias cartinesensais addizave .

'

La mas or antaal are
dispective .

.

.

1. rDA seye "reamenably be 1. se 1. Tes 1. Tee-for
l GRAS med )aspected to migrate" doe

1
met regairs that analyti: prior *

methods must actaally be sanctiotsed
able to detect residuas embet ancma.
La food, but that dif= Be for
fusiae of a h'"1 ochars
withis a embetance tre-
acas a presumption of

'

migrati e. Toxicologia
data is =*-hed, along
with data free " food j

simlacias' selvents.
(Alas, see camsideratim.i

for intentional feed
additives)

I
'

2. Safety - depends os pre- 2. 11mized 2. Tee 2. Tea !

babla commweties levels te de-

w ative affects ca termias j
,

h m and aminals, w. saiacy 1

* d af-port approved safety an ,

facters, and espected ficacy

coa.formity of usage with in mai-
labeling requiremmata mala.

Rasidune = F a requirse pet fes

manufacturer to abow ex- deter-
trapolated tancer risk aiains
of less than 1 is a all- safety
lies over a 11f atima of re-

siduma

3. *24re talarances* are 3. se 3. Tae - 3. Tee
_

authorized, though car. EPA
ciaegens are set re- guide-

| taired to be k-=d lines en
cart 1ae-
Smaa I
asiat

1
1

I

|
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DtDC FEDT1520|st A. Druss whirhs A. C14aai'icatise of a drug Tee-tvaluation of af fiancy
of the feed. Drug. as adulterated by yDA 1avelvea totaider=
and Ceenetic Act 1) cessist is vtsele er ing clinical. pharmacologic

part of filtsy. de- and charapeutic benefita
coupeeed er putrid
sabo tances

.

2) are mamaf actured et
precasaed under emb-
standard canditissa

3) will met beve their
p.:rported affecta

4) esetata --afe colar
additivee

5) contala (or are) un-
safe animal drugs.

, 3. Dr*6a wtLichs 3. ClamaLfication of a drug
as misbranded

1) are labeled ta a falsa
er mialaad W manner

2) are not labeled as rei
quired by law

3) are dangerous v%en
maed La the mammer
maggested by the lh

4) ps port to be tasulia

e: certata estihiatics

but are not appropri-
ataly hatch-cartifiad

C. Drugs (eacept new aminal C. Classification of a drug
drugs er ea w t feed coo- as a new drug. requiring
taining a w asiaal FrA approval of a new .

dng) wtLicht drug s plication (NDA)

13 ard met gaaera.117 re-
cegaised as safe and

affective for the see
and conditions stated
en the label, er

2) have not extensively
been used under the
propeeed conditions,
er

3) have met been regulated
and labated stallarly
under the 1p04 Food
and Drug Aer.

D. Drugs whichi. D.' Classificattaa of a drug
as a prescripcias. rathel

1) are habit-fernias, er chas evar-t w ow tar,
drug

2) require the superri-
; elas of a physicias to

|
be need safaly.

|
t

'
\ !
| |E. New drugs which: E. Disapproval of a new ,

drug applications with-
1) are met prevem " safe * desval of approval of

saw drug awplicatise
1) are set shown by sub- (1-3 enly)

ecastial evidence
Oased et ampert in- .

vestigation) to have
{their purported af ter

(eificacy),

3) are improperly labeled ,

or

4) are improperly prw=
cassed er packaged

T. Bow dress which pose se F. Inte euspameine of

.' mse. w.s.m=* =-thasard to the approval.et ear drug.- s e . .
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-any. deter.1ains re.- grid a ei is. rafer.at a.ti.e idvie.rr camarai revie.
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.a.tr involve. evai - 4, ge a,. cania.- ..d .o t role- .irtee. fer a.w .f saistta, dat i

eting knalth riaka to evalastae is, muta- asking. aacept as das applice- es ever-the-

humana er == f-1 a naims is risk- gemis, or aggrieved party tiana countar dnas
data free laherstory. benefit tarategemia may request a. Sa currmatly

asiani, and tmaa esperi- terms, affects haaring in deci- * ta-bouse revim being conducted

amata, as wall as that The risk most layer - siens involvings of new drug
e

from inadvertant er escu- of mains came la applicatiens * In addition to
pacional supesure the see evaluattag * prescripties ruimmaking y: A

drug la new drugs drug advar- * Tasting of exia:- sisely may go

* Enalth tiaks from are h 1 =* =d rather thesi timing iag drugs sa set to tourt ever
very frequently particular ia=

drugs more elaealy eval- agasmat asiastag

mated them from drsas the b.ne' d ngs, and * i=sulla resv- undertakaa stantas of drua

with establiabad usages. fits of sa clasai- laciona adulteration es j
I* Special essaul- siabranding

ase in fying drugo
setting as either ' antibiotic tanta I

"sociall' over-the- drug certifi- * See *!eods" for
acompt= counter er cations * Industry data scher esfsete- ,

ahla" ' prescripa heavily ralled meat devices ',

levela el tion * drugs liable on -

to deteriora- 1
risk .

tion * New drugs for i
chronic use are* Meet drage

with ee- ' straagth, tested for two
tablishes , quality, and years la one er

Purity of two species ofusage aru
not eye- drugs rodents to de-

tarsiae poten- |temati-
* new drug aP= tial haan [cally eV -

jeet to plication health affects.
f|

risk- requirements
bemafit f* habit-forminganalysisy
however, druge
when euf -

fic hst
,evidasca

of adversd i

baalth
effects
from ee-
tah11abad
drugs

* appears,
risk-base-.
fit analy<>

sia may 4 :

umdattakes,

* Determina-
tion of
adultera-
tion er
misbread-
ing raral:'

involves
risk-base--
fit smalysis.

lacidesca sad risk of ad-
verse reactimas and signi-

ticast eide affecte waan
used accord 3ag to directions

,

|
and potential for misuse ari
evaluated La clasatfying
drugs as prascription er
ever-the-comitar. ilme, the

seriousness of the diamaae
being treated is important
in tais classificacias

twidence obtaiand free "La=
vestigatismal" use of the
new drug is evaluated is
approving saw drug applica-

*
tions. Evidence obtaiand
subsequent to approval is
emphaaLand in withdrawing, ,

approval of a saw drug
application

:
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L If *peneral castrela* C. "AfN a eeetae sa
*=ame !*. ,stenartas(tarasens preensteme se
may the as Lisactee of=Im==waam amme esa=

neueslas. ae ==11 es ens- *ameral asacreaa*
tase samme eteresser pw
Tseeme) metI

le Mfid$mes to esamb"
us.th. . -
effesst,ummes of a
destase er .

3. Ensuff nasams to se=
oure esfet? end of.
Sessioenese. host

.
.

e the eeetas ne ses
osed se emetala 11f4 I

I

er ed wunetanstal i

importamos la pree

sunstas samstremat
of henkta, ed

.it-e . i
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to tumma hadth |

B. U *pmeral asserela" art 9. :".meestytad a erotes es

tasaffiatsoa sa yrvetae "ame 1**. reemirtaa 14
reemenaale aamurance thei to amusif wtah FM
a eset.se la onda and fare-se steneeres* 1a
*8 t es t!" eaststee La *gemoral e

weta *

L If beta esserel eseevela L emettrias e devian as
med perforsones etand- *:3aea II!*. veestrias
arte are tamoffissess to rm presartas ar,ve-a1.

*
reememakir emeers the La endities to *sameral
anfety sed effect1*=nees esattela*
ed a deetas. eds

e The destaa la need to
eseesta life er is of

-s.a4 saportanee
la yewomettaa tapeare
emma ef health, er

e 13 yreemssa a pecantaa,
. m_-- 1.s yg.a ga

M hmaj sk

F. If s F. Be==sattae of presortes
asyrewel af e sectees

1. Thsve sa se vemmenehL i

emeurasse thes tae tafemal se greet tw
stas la eefe er ed. . nas as,coval of a deetad

fuerise emmaar the e Q-o esas).
a..u = esmead la the
tabel, er

2. * tend seentestertas
presciame* see met he-
saa iellemed La the
Freeuetaan of the
asetas, se

3. The laha1J.a.g la ,falsoer .i ,, e

4. The doetmo enes ses
esme1F wasa a perfero-
ames stander $ emi se
immedfissans romans
amneum for esetattag

true samt esammaart. m'

$. The omsudaseerer hae
_ _ - 't emis"
taamed se pesetend mei
eene is sneeree. er
W taLlas to rusteta '

as a mWeseerer ed
a devise

S. If esmer seenlasert use- 4. aethertaastaa to seetrtia
huse fa&& se yrw tes tne eme, nada, er die.

rumesmahre - et trthessam of a nadamal

_

endery and effectionomme eewton W wristas er
ed a asetas eral *yvesartetaan* er

othervtae as revoieed
If N

e

L tf a asetse gemeents L hunnias a dertae (eas

"see.stam4Ls4 eseerttas'
he dans namudiate17)

, -- . g, 4
- e -t rtan af
L11amme et tajory'. and
Lebe11a4 has eset home
ums-rtamme ta-s ==e.14
enffte&amalt femame sum =
esmestaL esemption
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CODETIC F10715:0It$ A. I.! a caematis :=aming a cosmetic to be very b.mited - F A con-

of the Food. Drug. 1) bears er ematains any adaltarated siders unas cosmetice to
and Casentic Act poisamena er deletar= have se siga.Lfic.aat baalth

tous substance stich bemafits
muy radar is talar-
imus to health ender
the M f *1ana pro-
scribed la the label,

or mdar each condi-
tiana of use as aru
customary er anual,
er

* 2) consists in whois er
is part of any filthy ,

putrid, or ' re
substance, er .

3) has been prepared,
pachad, or bald eder
tasanitary conditisaa
at

4) has a container com-
pened of.any petaan-
oua or deletarious
substmace which may
reader the contente
injurious to health,
or

3) contains as moafe
color additive (as dar.
fiaed in the act),
escast for hair dyes.

3. If a commatic ta labeled Deeming a cosmetic to be
is a false or misleading miabranding
namnar

FCr2AL NEAT DtSyEC- If aar maat er podtry pro- Deeming maat er peeltry to Tao - US:A officials indi-
T:0M ACT (anacted in duett be adulterated c. ate that some benefits are

evaluated La decersiajag
1906. major amend- an "acemptable risk"
maats la 1967 and e Cantains peimonous er de-
1970): lateriana substancas

F0"L"t! FRODUC;3 Df- e Contains any pesticide.
SyECTION ACT (e=accet themical, food additive.
La 1937, amended mosk er color additive that is
roerstly in 1968) unsafe undar the Food.

Drug. and Cosmetic Act

|
e Malaistered by

I
U.S. Department of e Eas been prepared packed

I- Agriculture (US:Ai er bald under ==-itary
conditions

|, . na,u o. red .a.t
|' and r.4 at fa.d e La statuterily praecr15 4

products poultry er dammad unfit fer bummen
and poultry pro- smasumptima

ducts

, o Jurisdictional
| tweetian concern-
| Las esucrol of

food additives and
poeticide residues
in amat and poultry
addressed by amer-
standum of under-
se =M ag between
W DA, FDA and EFA.
respectivaly. for

food additives FT.A
datarulaae safety

and UstA decides* vtatbar it can be
send La maatt for
pesticidae ETA
sets tolerancea
with which CS3A
manally agrees. In
beta cases, bow-

ever. CSDA can set
strictar er==dards
than FDA er EPA;
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e Des to F3A's opinion that No so,1 rut FDA Tes e Informal motice F A is not auth , e Ingr= H e 1s-
,,

I

i

#
Icasematica uroe so signi- eacsisrages and caement erized to require bele |ficant haa.th benefits, naurefactar. r='-u preserket tastias

is is mach less toleeant ere to con- of coe=ettee. or e Var.ing labaleof em7 Patential for ia- doet ehere to require mann- (e.g. in hairjury from coematics term muta- facturare to prova dyee)
seassia the safety of

a yDA is samally confronteil teste their products e Volt =:tary rssia-
,

with localized, short- before markating tretion of pro- '

tars. allergy-ralated tMs. ducts
resta==a= to cosmeticas
long-term risks are Consequently. FDA e F A limited tolargely unstudied. often relias on post-marketing

voluntary testing enforcement
programe by manu- afforte
fs<turers.

!7er remedies ones
a commetic is
deemed adultereted i

or misbranded. I

see "foode* eac-
tion) i

i

|

-

t .
r

.

'
i

i

Esguistory efforts are di- Bo No. escapt Tes, except Notics and coer- e inspections ad- e Inspected maat
rsated primarily at risks in fulfill- reefdues ment rulamaking ministerad by and poultry may
af microbial and chemical ing its re* above FDA gaaerally the Food Safet? be detained,
adulteration, and risk of sponsibili- or EPA "tel- and Quality seized or con-
dicease time to en- arances" Service daimmed. Persis-

force ==N 1 - at be re- eien to operata
drug. food ported to 1. Slaughter a manufacturing i
additive , these operation or processing
and poeti- agencias inspectione plant may be
cide resi- -reliance withheld until
due regula- primarily on sanitary re-
tions of visual in- quirements are
FDA and EFA epection me t. yacility

may be peruan-
2. Processing ently shut dow: , ;

inspections though this
-emphasis on rarely occure.
supervision

| rather than e State inspec-

| individual tion activities
product in- partially fund- |

* '

spection. e4 by federal
,

government '

3. M e si re-
sidue eur- e Tachnical as-
weillante - sistance avail-
UstA conducts able to acetes
continuova

'

| " blind * non- .

itoring sye5,

| e tem to analyze |

approximate?|y
esspies fort

|
i ,

60 differen:
typee of
chemicals
and poeticidae g

ba EF
,

I b
B

r
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FT.",DAI. EAZAIDC:"5 A. Toxic, cerTesive, flan = A. labeling hasards, or if Tas - Courts have said
$U3 STANCES ACT (ea- mable eambustible. of that is inadequate, then Commission must consider

1.ritating substances bemains hasards the effect of the regu-acted La 1960. major -

--a hts la 1966 that any casas "substan- latism on manufacturers
and 1949) cial" 111 mass from "cus- and consumars

tomary er ra a- hly
e Administered by formeeambla* saa

the Constanar Pro-
duct safety Cou- 1. Toys er artir.las intended 3. w 'et such basards
mission for use by children pre-

senting an " electrical.

. 3agulates coas - r mechanical. or tharsal
product hazards hasard." or wt.ich bear or
ascept pesticides, contata hasardous sub-
tobacco products, stances
foods. drugs. cos-
metics, portable
fuels, and cartain

nuclear materials

C35 :MZ1 FRCDOC A. Esaaeeably sacassary to A. Sobstantive safety Yes - Legislative history
SAyCT AC (enacted prweent or reduce an un- standards resdating indicates CFSC should con-
in 1971. major reasonable risk of in- performance (preferably] sider the effe. of a re-
amendments in 1976 jury. couposition and design gulation on the cost.

1977 and 1978) of consumer products; utility, and availability
baaring or labeling a of a product to consumers

e Ahiat=tered by product.
the Consumer Pro-
duct Safety Cou- 1. T -4 = t and unraaseambl<
mission risk of death, serious '

1. Seeking an injuncties
against an i=ht

illassa, or severs per- hasard.
e Ragulates consumer samal injury.-

product hazards
azcept firmarus. C. Substantial risk of in- C. Eagulating substantial

motor vehicles. jury, or failure to co== product "hasards".
tobacco products, ply with a salary rule.
aircraft, boats,
pasticidas, foods,
drugs and cosustics

e Commission smaat
defer to the regu-

i
latory autharity

)of other as-f aa '

undar the Clema l

l Air Act, the Atomi
Stargy Act, and thh I

Occupational Safatr |

and Esalth Act.
1

l

|

-

t

. . . -.
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A. Courts hawe said no pre- Io Tae-An in- Tem o Caenission umas e Inspections of e Seirure of mis-
cime "rist count" is teria pol- the " formal" manufacturers branded sub-
na. assary, but Commis- icy on the rulemaking proa stances

aion should cens14ar generic re- caduras pro-
probabiliry and severity gulation of vided for in the e tapurchase or-
of injury carcinogens Food Drug, and data mandatory i

in consumar Comestic Act after banning a
products for regulating subst. ace i

3. Substantial injury stand has.been hamardous sub--

ard requires Commission proposed. stances. Toys. = Criminal penal-
to focus on non-trivial Court has however, may be tias
riska enjoined its regulated using

implementa- informal notica
tion due to and a - t
commission' s r@= = k' t p ro-

failure to cadures. .

couply with '

proper rule-
making pro-
cadures. .

"taasonably forsaesable ex- No Tae-An in- Tem o Notice solicit- e National Injury e Privata damage
posures" to partienlar teria pol- ing offer to Informatioc suits

'

hasards are estianced and icy as the develop a send- Clearinghouse ,

gives graat weight. generic re- ard. Unless an e Inspections-

gulatica of existing federal e hot line
tiek of injury has been carcinogens standardisadap e Civil, criminal
found to be crucial to Con- in cons' mar quate to addresa e death certi- penalites

hazard, the Coe|-
mission's actions. Products the particular ficate col-

has been 1ection e Saca11. repair.
published. sission maat replacement of
Court has acestt an offer e National risky products.
enjoined or develop one Electronic Also, refund of
its imple. of its own. This Injury Sur- purchase price,
mentation becomes the proL veillance

due to Cee- posed rule, and System (3TI55)
aiasion's informal notice -sonitors "

failute to and conne=t emergency rocas
comply with r e ==ku s fol- =A=4 ssions azuf
proper rule- Icv. With the Previdas dat
making pro- opportunity for for Consumer
caduras interested per- Product 3.azarti

eas to maia Indez
eral prasanta-
tioca. e Product safety

Advisory Coun-
e Petitiacs to cil-recommande

,

develop or amerut st adards-
rules may be

esSaitted by e Investigative
intatasted per- haarings
sons.

* Manufacturer i

notification of
substantial pre-
duct hasards |

'
e tacordhamping by

manufacturers

{
l

li
il

_
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oc ::PATIONA.L SAFETT A. Purnish mglpyees a pla.u A. Dmployer's duty undar Tae'- Economic and techno.
AED IEAI.TE ACT (ea- of amployamat " free from the "-eal duty * logie faasibility i=,elved
acted La 1970) recognized hasarda" li b cimas of the act. La de,.arsialas "recognizada

ly to cause death or ear- hasards. Courta say ahes
e Aemiaistered by 1ous harm. v" ability of employer

the Occupatismal thrustanad. ganaral duty
safety and Baalth standard is islasaihla.
L.4-f a1 m ggggggg

e tagslates hammeds 3. " Crave'damast" free es- 3. Issuias an amersency Yes - Economic and market
la che workplaca. posers to tosia or phy- temporazy standard factors any estar into the
Excludes amthority sic. ally h m 'ul sub- asancy's decision to issua.

over othat federal stancas, or from new an amarsmacy standard.
asuncias, or whars hasarda.
those =q==e4==
exarcias priar -

.

aotharity

C. " Material impairmaat" of c. Issuing a permanaat Tas - The statute specifi-
haalth of employama standard cally says permanant

stand. aria must be "fass-
ibia."

e Ecanomic infaasibility -
involves maasive "indus-
try wide" disruption to
challange most standarda;
enforcement of some
" minor" standar?.s has
b.ea challenged sucesse-
fully for lesser economic

| disruptions.

e Technologic infessibili- '
ty - As statute is " tech-
nology forcing," such.

challsages "a14h=17 to
succeed, though theore-
tical limits on techno-
logia feasibility exist.

|
_

*3I!! CONTIct ACT Protect the pahlic baalth Issuing asise castrol Yas - Statute azplicitly
(anacted La 1972) and w=1fars standards ruguiris EyA to considar

j
the costs and technology |

e w= *=tered by of complianca
EPA

e Regulates moine
and noise mourcas:
EPA is aise sup--
posed to coordi-
nace noise esserel
activizias with

other asuncias-

e Primary roeponsi-
bility for air-

j craft maise con-
trol is in the
Federal Aviation

; u-e a t a tracias
1 e
,

-

r

i

!

|
|

*
_ . _ _
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Courta have said that prac- Be Tae-camari: Tea e Enargency cas- e Use of advisory e On-site inspec-

ticas other t.han "fr= **ah ralaa se petary standard i committees La tians of a==

ecturrences" laading to occwar.ise- affective es optional in plavers

serisua injury may be daalt al carszao- publication issuias stand-
area e Civil and cri-with tader the gemaral dary gems have

clause. Segulatas riaka basa pro- e Formanant sc. mad, ainal penaltias

that " reasonably" ers mat- peeed. arda-iafernal e sational Imati-
ters of gemaral kameladge. notice and coe= tute of Oce p - e Agency seestimes

amat ruismaking , tianal Safety 1sevas enforced
maat " guidelines"

Dadar this standard, courta Infernal public (FIOTR) coe.
have said that prophylaatic hearing avail- ducts rasaarch far amployers

regulaties of carcinogena abla en request and testias.
La still possibles Eeed not and raccommenda

wait tatil actual harm oc- e Many pre-exist- standards
cure but harm mat be ser- ing federal

ieua and preferably docu- standards adopt % "yact-f hdiag*
ed 'y rafarance hearbga some-manted by epidemialogic e

data. times held.

e RacerdkaspingDadar preeeeed rules regn=
lating occupatiacal cArcia- by employs s

egenas

e Epidemialogic data haav=
117 waighad

e Animal taats, aspecially
if duplicated are accept-
able

e "Short tera" taats are
gives ouFpertive valua

e Agency considers thare to
be no safo "thrashold"
level for axposure to .

c^rciansana.

For ase-carcinogenic toxia
substancas, agency com-
siders threshold levels
of toxicity to exist.
Epidanialegic and -a M1

test data are waishad.

e Statuta ainslas out car- Yaa Be Tea Ia. formal motice e Advisory com- e Labeling "neisy''
tain meise eeurces for and censmat rule- mittees predacts
regulation malias.

e Racerdkaeping e Designating car'
"

e tyA considars the physi- Public baarists by amaufactor- tain " low noise
alogic, psychologic and normally hald. ers products for
" quality of life" eff ects preferential

of asiae e Funding for rea purchase by the
i search activi- goverammat; de=

tias veleynmat of ler
seiae products

e Citises suite

a Civil, criminal
pen.alties

1

! e

|
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TCI:C SUBSTANC:S A. "Unrsamoaable rialt" to A. 1.imittag, h--=f=g. er Tas - etatute and lagia

C3tTRC: ACT (sancted health of the serirnemen labeling chmuica.1 ha- tive h.iatory indicate that

in 197H aards uA abould canaidar bene-
fits, semilable substi-

e Administered by 5. Imminant med unreasonable B. Immediate ban of a chem- tutas, economic and tech-

EPA risk of serious or wide- ic.a1 hasard noloste consequences of
syrsad ta hry regulatiaa.

e zagulates toxic
aubstances, not 1 - 11so, approach laast bur-

*

denseem to industry mast
ciuding firmarne,

be used.
pesticides, spe-
cial nucisar ma-
terial, tohaeco
products, foods..
drugs, cosmetica

'

e EFA has emplete
descrecies to use
TSCA instaad of
othar EFA admi=.1=
stared lave; al-
though EPA cea
az.hort other aseo-
cias to regulate a
particular sub- ,

stance, on.ly in
eartain circum-
stancas can it re=
gulate rubstances

.

within the juris-
dicttom et thaea
other agencias

.

SA?Z DRDIDC VA. Z1 A. Standards which shall A. Interim primary drinking Tea - regulations ara
;

ACT (enacted is protect baalth to the water regulations (max- established bened upos

19743 seanded 1977) extsat faamibla imma con *.=*a.ut levels economic and technologic
or traataant technigues) f e.asibility; also, health

benefits of contaminants
e Administered by

EFA 3. IATtle of coR*"b "ta I. Eac-ded M -We cod * Present la water are
which will produce no e==f a at levels DCT.'s) evaluated

e Ragulates drd h known or amiticipated (unas.forcamble health
water and sub- adverse haalth effects goals)
stances theraia with an adequate margia

i of aa.faty
t

i

C. Standards which shall be C. Eavised primat7 drink-
as close to tha recou- ing water regslaticas
mended W - contami- (to be issued after in-
nant levela as is fee- teria primary regula-

|
sibles or which shall tions and National Aca-

| specify enter treatment damy of Sciances report)
techniquaa that yrv,unt
known or anticipated

adverse health effects
to the extent feasible

D. Standards regulacing the D. Seconda.ry drt= king vatar
odor or appearance of regulatiana (not feder=

i

I drishing water or other= ally enforceable)
wise nacassary to protec';

f

f the public welfara
1

j

.
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priority attention by EFA act is rel cha testina "apyropri- r h"M. to DA by manu- stances

acively and requia- ate action * with the opper- facturers of all
IFA has f adirated its in- saw tion of ear when svi- tunity for at- naw chemicals. e Citizen suits

tantion to focus os high cinogena, desca is grieved parties

tesicit) ^ *-= = produc- autagens. obtained to appear in |eTastingrules e Civil and cria-
ing irreversibla or slowly and tare- person befers $ for manufac- inal penalties

reversible and debilitati=g togens bearing am *'er turers

affects and crose-a.r.am-
ine rituassas e Incaragency

Testing Commit-
e Citizens may tee roccamends

petition EPA tc chemicals for
-d. is sue. te.ating
or revoka a
rule e Zaporting re-

quiramants for
manufacturers

e Funding for scS-

enti.fic resear:h

e inspection of
manuf ac:urers

.

EFA evalustas potential ' Bo Yes - for Tas e informal nacien e National Drink- e Statas have
"h man risk" rather thas carcinogens and e-at ing Vater Advi- primary en-

desar=f n t ag "saf ety". EFA assumes rul-=a ki ng sory Council forcement re-
ther are sponsibility

Animal test data may be no thras- e Recordkaaping
used La this avaluation. bold " safe" and reporting e Citizes suits

and e.xtrapolatioco made levels of by water sup- permis sible
from high doses to low e.xposure pliers

e Notification todoses. Epidemiologic data
is also considered. e inspecticas of the public of

water suppliari violations

" Threshold levels" for loss are authorized
term neo-carcinogenic chen-

e Crants for24als are asemed to amist,
and are set at levels pro- studying the

ducing "no observad adverse technology for

offact." treating drink-
ing vatar, and
the health
elfesta et

drink 123 water

I

e

I
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Caul 12 ACT (un- A. Fo11stante wtLich emas es' Taa - While ambiaat air
acted in 1963. ammodo teatribute to air pella- standaria are strictly

ed moet recastly La time sad which: "haalth-based." the act
frequently alloas for the

1977)
1. May rammenably be en- 1. Designation of a sub- canaideration of assassic

e Administared by ticipated to andanser stance as a " criteria" and technologic banafits

EFA; states have the public baalth or pollutant. SaaMag te (e.g.. coeta and techmalogy
primary respoemi- =alfare the establistament of a of air pollution control)

bility to develap primary and escandary
ambiant air standard.and anforce stata

faqplementation Also governa mobile
plans to emusply sourcas of pollution

(e.g.. actor vehicles,*vith statutory
standards and gesti aircraf t) requiring en

amission standard, rugs-

e Regulatas air p.1- 1stima of fuala and fual
i, addit've>. astablishmentlutants and their -

*
1of " standards of perform-

ance" for stationary Jsources

e.eurces of air pollution,
.

!

2. Issy reasonably be an* 2. Dasignation of a sub-
ticipated to result iz stance as a hasardous
sa incraans in riaus pollutase (requiring a
irreversihla, or 1s- stricter standard of
capacitating reversible control)
111anas

3. Standards which arms

1. Iaquisite to protect 1. Estab11mbname of primary
the Public health vitt ambiant air standards
as adequata margis of
safety

1. Satuisite to protect 2. Establishment of secon- i

the Public welfare dary ambiant air standards
from asy knows or
anticipated adverse
affecta

yCEEAL INSECTICOE. Or. reasonable advarme affects 1. Canaidaria.g applicatian Taa-statuta requires EFA to

FUNGICCE. AJrD 10- ce the entitvement for EFA approval (re- consider the economic, so-

CDrICCE Acy (an- gistratica) of a poeti- cial. sad environmental
acted la 1947 cide benafica of using tse pestia

cida. EFA emphasiwa agri-*

amended by the Fed-
eral Environmental - 2. notice of intant to can- eultural and commer bene-

Festicideo Control cel registration fita, rather than kanalita
to manufacturersLet is 1972 and the

Federal Festicide 3. Camea11stian of regia-
tracimaAct in 1978)

4. Immadiate suspensias ofe a W atared by
registratica (f ==f a==t

EFA
hasards)

e Segulatas pesti-
3. Censidering whether tacidass tolerances

in foods estab- allow ganaral or re-
stricted one of a paa-

11abad in cooper-
ticideatian with the

Food and Drug Ad- ' .

ainistratine under
the Food. Drug,

and Cosmetic Act

e

- - - - - - - _ _ - - - ~ _ - - - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ __
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